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Scientific Inquiry
 
The observations made while testing proposed 
explanations, when analyzed using conventional and invented 
methods, provide new insights into phenomena.

Design charts, tables, graphs, and other representations of 
observations in conventional and creative ways to help them 
address their research question or hypothesis.
 
Organize results, using appropriate graphs, diagrams, data tables, 
and other models to show relationships.

Interpret the organized data to answer the research question or 
hypothesis and to gain insight into the problem.
 
Formulate and defend explanations and conclusions as   
they relate to scientific phenomena.
 
Form and defend a logical argument about cause-and-  
effect relationships in an investigation.
 
Make predictions based on experimental data.

Life Science 

Individual organisms and species change over time.

Human decisions and activities have had a profound impact 
on the physical and living environment.

A population consists of all individuals of a species that are found 
together at a given place and time. Populations living in one 
place form a community. The community and the physical   
factors with which it interacts compose an ecosystem.

Given adequate resources and no disease or predators,  
populations (including humans) increase. Lack of resources,  
habitat destruction, and other factors such as predation and  
climate limit the growth of certain populations in the ecosystem.

In all environments, organisms interact with one another in 
many ways. Relationships among organisms may be competitive, 
harmful, or beneficial. Some species have adapted to be  
dependent upon each other with the result that neither could 
survive without the other.

Some microorganisms are essential to the survival of other living 
things.

The environment may contain dangerous levels of substances 
(pollutants) that are harmful to organisms. Therefore, the good 
health of environments and individuals requires the monitoring 
of soil, air, and water, and taking steps to keep them safe.
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English Language Arts
The following is a selective listing of the competencies and  
indicators addressed in this book. 

Literacy Competencies

Word Recognition

• Use word recognition skills and strategies quickly, accurately,  
 and automatically when decoding unfamiliar words

Background Knowledge and Vocabulary Development

• Extend knowledge of word meaning through direct and 
 indirect means

Comprehension Strategies

• Read grade-level texts and answer literal, inferential, analytic,  
 and evaluative questions 
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How to Help Your Students Make the 
Best Use of This Book 

Encourage students to develop nonfiction literacy skills 
by using the Active Reader questions and activities. Also 
suggest that they . . .

• Underline main ideas in paragraphs.

• Circle details that support the main ideas.

• Write down questions as they read.

• Circle key words as well as unfamiliar words.

Printing Instructions
Student Book: print pages 5–32
Assessments: print pages 33–36 
Answer Key: print pages 37–40
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 An ecosystem is a community of  
living things. Living things, such as plants 
and animals, affect each other in many ways. 
The study of how living things affect each 
other is called ecology. Scientists who study 
this are called ecologists.

 Look at the picture showing the birds  
on the hippopotamus. Why are they there? 
What will the hippo do? Read on to learn 
more about how living things affect, or inter-
act, with each other.

Symbiosis and
 

Biodiversi
ty

How does the transfer of matter and 
energy through biological communities 

support diversity of living things?
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 Investigate a Micro-habitat  An ecosystem is like a city because it consists of interconnected neighborhoods. 
 The neighborhoods within an ecosystem are called habitats. A micro-habitat is a small area within a habitat, such as the 
 banks of a pond or the shady area beneath trees. In this activity you will investigate a micro-habitat in a park, at school, 
 or in your own backyard. 

 1. Mark out a square area of ground about 3 feet on each side. 

 2. Closely examine everything within your chosen area. What kinds of living things do you find? What non-living things do you  
   find? Use a magnifying glass and/or a trowel to search for everything that is there. 

 3. Record your observations in the chart on the next page. List what you find. If you find insects, for example, tell what kind and  
   how many there are. Write down questions you have about your observations for further research. 

 4. If the area is covered with grass, use a shovel to carefully cut and lift off sections of sod so that you can replace them later.  
   Dig carefully into the soil. Describe the soil. Is it wet or sandy? List safety precautions you and others should follow.

Here are three groups of words that have to do with ecosystems. Add a word to each list.  
Then, write a label in the gray box that describes the words in the list.

Label It

trees
mammals
bacteria

1
convert
transfer
adapt

2
leaves
roots
seeds

3

    

You use energy everyday. Where does your energy come from? Write a sentence telling where you think your energy comes from.

                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

Build Background

8

Use Your Knowledge
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Living Things Non-living Things Soil Characteristics

At the Surface

Below the Surface

Micro-habitat Questions and Observations
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The words listed below have to do with ecosystems. Each word is important. Read each word. Then complete 
the chart by describing what you know about each word.

Rate Your Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

I don’t know it. I’ve seen it and I think it means . . . I know it well. It means . . .

organism

germinate

producer

consumer

decomposer

photosynthesis

carnivore

omnivore

herbivore

symbiosis

commensalism

parasitism

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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Organisms are living things. Plants and animals are organisms. You are an organism, too.  
Organisms need other living things to survive. For example, plants and animals provide food  
for you. Organisms also need non-living resources. These include such things as air and water.

What living and nonliving resources do you rely on every day? Complete the following chart.  
When writing your list, think about the food you eat, the clothes you wear, and how you stay 
warm.

What do plants need to survive? Where do plants get their food? What do they need in order to  
grow? Think about it. Then complete the chart below 

1 Extend  Living things are 
biotic resources. Non-living 
things are abiotic resources.  
Read the list.Write B next to 
biotic resources. Write A next  
to abiotic resources.

           birds            aphids

           wind            people

           rocks            sunlight

           bees            water

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Good to Know
Animals need food, clothing,  
and shelter. They also need 
each other to survive. For 
example, many babies cannot 
live without the help of adults. 
Some plants cannot make 
seeds without the help of birds 
and insects. Most populations 
of organisms have developed 
relationships with other organ-
isms to help them survive. 

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL

Key Concepts

What Organisms Need

Resources I Rely On to Survive
Living Resources Non-living Resources

Resources Plants Rely On to Survive
for Energy for Growth for Reproduction
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1 Monitor  Circle four things 
organisms compete for.

2 Identify  Underline the 
main idea in the second  
paragraph.

Organisms living together have many different ways of relating to each other. Sometimes  
organisms compete for resources. These include water, food, space, and sunlight. Other times 
they cooperate. They live in ways that benefit one or both of them.

Plants Compete
Plants compete for survival. For example, green plants in a forest compete for sunlight.  

When plants grow close together in a forest, the tallest plants receive the most sunlight. The smaller 
plants are shaded from the sun. They receive less sunlight. These plants must adapt to less sunlight to 
survive. 

In a dense forest, many seedlings that germinate, or sprout, in the spring may not survive the 
winter. They do not receive enough sunlight to make and store food. 

Animals Compete
Animals also compete for survival. They compete for territory, food, mates, and survival against 

predators. For example, if an antelope can outrun others in its group, it won’t be eaten by the lion 
chasing them. 

Competition

The underlined sentences state important ideas about how organisms interact.  
As you read, find out what types of organisms compete and what they compete for.

Sable Island is in the North 
Atlantic Ocean near Nova 
Scotia. Both gray seals and 
harbor seals live there. 
They feed on the same 

prey—tiny fish called sand lances. Recently, 
gray seal populations have done very well. But 
harbor seals have declined. 
 Use the Internet to find out more about 
them. Try to find out why gray seals are 
doing better than harbor seals.

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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1 Explain  Underline the  
sentence that answers this  
question:

What determines how many 
organisms an ecosystem can  
support?

Competing for Limited Resources
The survival of plants and animals depends on the resources available in the ecosystem. Plants and 

animals that live together adapt to each other over a long period of time. This allows them to make 
the best use of the resources. For example, some forest animals will eat only the green leaves of plants. 
Others will eat only the fruit and seeds. In this way, there is enough food for all the populations.

Plants and animals also adapt to the general conditions found in their environment. For example, 
cactus plants and reptiles have adapted to life in a hot desert. Polar bears and seals have adapted to live 
in the icy ocean . When there is a change in the ecosystem, this balance of nature can be upset.

For example, in the 1920s sea lampreys entered the Great Lakes. Sea lampreys are parasites that 
attach themselves to larger fish. They feed off their blood. They also reproduce in large numbers.  
Sea lampreys have upset the balance of nature in the Great Lakes, reducing the fish population.

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

1. What types of organisms compete?

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                          

2. What do they compete for?

                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                          

Good to Know
Both the huge elephant and tiny 
termite consume the woody parts 
of trees. Both are herbivores, or  
plant-eaters. Carnivores are  
meat-eaters. 

Our world is filled with an  
amazing diversity of life. There  
are even creatures living in the 
deepest ocean that don’t rely on 
sunlight. Instead, they convert  
sulfuric acid for their energy needs.

Q U E S T I O N S

Sea lamprey 
attached to 
its host

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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1 Explain  What is a  
primary consumer?

                                             

                                             

2 Compare   What is the  
difference between a producer 
and a consumer?

A producer                               

                                             

                                             

A consumer                              

                                             

                                             
 
3 Question  A question  
about competition I still need  
to answer is . . .
                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Energy in most ecosystems begins with sunlight. Producers (plants) convert the sun’s energy  
into food through photosynthesis. Some animals gain their energy by feeding only on the   
producers. These animals are herbivores, or primary consumers.

Animals that feed on other animals are called carnivores, or secondary consumers. Most  
carnivores are predators. They catch and kill their prey. When this happens, energy from the  
sun is transferred from the producers to the primary consumers to the secondary consumers.

A food chain shows how each living thing gets its food and energy. The food chain below shows 
trees, the giraffes that eat tree leaves, and the lions that eat the giraffes. Each link in this chain is food 
for the next link. A food chain nearly always starts with plant life and usually ends with an animal.

Predators and Prey

Producers and Consumers

The next part of the chapter explains how energy moves in an ecosystem. As you 
read find out how energy enters an ecosystem and how the interactions of organ-
isms transfer that energy throughout the ecosystem.

Producer: 
trees

Primary Consumer: 
giraffes

Secondary Consumer: 
lions

Food Chain

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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Carnivores are secondary consumers. But many ecosystems have more than one carnivore.  
For example, a caterpillar eats tree leaves, a toad eats caterpillars, and a hawk eats toads. The top   
consumer is the animal that has no predators. In this example, the hawk is the top consumer.

As the energy from the sun is passed along a food chain, it is used for living and growth. The 
top level consumer gets only a fraction of the energy first provided by the sun to the producers. 
That is why top level consumers need to eat a lot of food to get the energy they need. 

The final links in the chain involve the scavengers and decomposers. A scavenger is an animal 
that eats the remains of other animals. Decomposers, such as earthworms, eat decaying plant matter  
as well as what the scavengers leave behind. 

Feeding Relationships
Most animals are able to eat a variety of foods. A successful herbivore or carnivore is an animal that 

is able to change its diet and eat what is available. An animal that eats both plants and animals  
is called an omnivore.

Food Chain

15

1 Hypothesize  The root omni 
means “everything.” The root 
vorare means “to gobble up.” How 
does knowing this help you figure 
out what an omnivore is?

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Producer: 
trees

Primary Consumer: cat-
erpillars

Secondary Consumer: 
toads

Top Consumer: 
hawks

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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1 Analyze  Study the food  
web. Write a P near the primary 
consumers and an S near the  
secondary consumers. 

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

1. How does energy move in an ecosystem?

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                          

2. How do the interactions of organisms transfer energy through an ecosystem?

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                          

Q U E S T I O N S

Food Webs
Ecologists often show the feeding relationships  

among organisms as food webs. A food web shows  
the feeding relationships among organisms living 
in a community. In the food web shown at the  
right, the rabbit and mouse are herbivores. The fox  
and owl are carnivores.

Food Web

Good to Know
Drawing a trophic pyramid is  
a good way to show how much 
energy is lost as you pass through 
the levels in an ecosystem. Only 
about ten percent of the energy 
at each level is available for the 
organisms at the next higher level.

Producers

Primary 
Consumers

Secondary 
Consumers

Tertiary 
Consumers

Decomposers

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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This page will help summarize what you have read so far. 
Use the tips to help you answer the questions.

 
1. Which organism in this food chain diagram would be considered the top consumer?

 (1) producer (3) secondary consumer 
 (2) primary consumer (4) tertiary consumer

2. When a giraffe eats the leaves from the top of a tall tree, energy is transferred from a—

 (1) producer to a primary consumer. (3) producer to a secondary consumer. 
 (2) primary producer to a secondary producer. (4) primary consumer to a secondary consumer.

Base your answers to questions 3 and 4 on the information below and on your knowledge of science.

 Many animals depend on plants or other animals for their food. 

3. How would a major flood affect predators? In your answer, consider how the effect of the   
 flood on predators might differ from that of their prey.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                             
 
4. What is one way predators could get food after a major flood?

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                             

Stop and Think
Dear Ms. Understanding,

OK, so I read that 
plants are producers 
because they make their 
own food through pho-
tosynthesis, right? Well, 
then, consider the 
Venus Flytrap. It cap-
tures insects and gob-
bles them up. What’s 
that all about?

Confused in Canarsie

Dear Confused,

Good question, Confused. The 
Venus Flytrap is a carnivorous plant. 
However, it still produces energy from 
photosynthesis. Carnivorous plants 
grow in places 
where the soil is 
poor in nutrients. 
They capture and 
digest insects to 
get the nutrients 
and minerals they 
need.

Ms. Understanding

Tip:  
Look back through the  

text to find a heading related  
to the question. Reread  

that section.

producer primary consumer secondary consumer tertiary consumer

1Chapter How Organisms Interact
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Classify  Classify the following list of organisms by placing an X in the table to identify  
the feeding level of each organism. You can identify an organism in multiple categories.

Producer Primary Consumer Secondary Consumer Scavenger Decomposer

cow

buttercup

lion

lettuce

earthworm

caterpillar

vulture

bacteria

fox

Draw Food Chains  Use arrows to illustrate a food chain for each group of organisms. Circle the top consumer. 
The first one is done for you.

grass
rabbit

weasel
eagle

algae
pike

water flea minnow

hawk caterpillar

toad cabbage

mallard duck large water beetle

snail pondweed

SUN

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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Interdependence

Some organisms living together in an ecosystem develop special types of relationships.  
Symbiosis is a word that describes this relationship. In fact, some species of plants and animals  
have become so dependent on each other that one could not survive without the other. Think 
about this. What would happen to flowering plants if bees became extinct? 

Mutualism
A relationship between organisms in which both benefit is called mutualism. The relationship 

between bees and flowering plants is a good example. Bees collect nectar and pollen from the flowers. 
Bees use nectar for food. In the process, they pollinate the flowers. This enables the flowers to 
produce seeds and reproduce.

Symbiosis

Mutualism Between Bees and Flowers
Ways Bees Benefit Ways Flowers Benefit

The underlined sentence states an important idea about how organisms depend on each 
other. As you read, find out about two types of interdependence between organisms.

Why does the hummingbird and the 
morning glory, shown in the picture 
above, have a mutually beneficial  
relationship?

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL19

Interdependence

1 Extend  How would the 
disappearance of bees affect 
humans? Animals?

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

Chapter

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

2
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Commensalism
In some symbiotic relationships, one partner benefits, but the other is neither harmed nor  

helped. This is called commensalism. For example, hermit crabs use empty snail shells for shelter. 

Another example is when one organism attaches itself to another for transportation. Some seeds have 
hooked spines. These spines stick to the fur of a passing animal. The animal carries them to a new place 
where the seeds can then grow.

Mimicry is another type of commensalism. This happens when one organism looks like another. For 
example, over time the Viceroy butterfly came to like a Monarch butterfly. Why? Predators don’t like 
the taste of the Monarchs. Because the Viceroy looks so much like a Monarch, predators don’t eat them, 
either.

1 Identify  Underline the  
sentence that defines  
commensalism.

2 Recall  Who benefits from  
a commensal relationship?

           only one organism

           both organisms

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

1. Explain the difference between mutualism and commensalism.

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

2. Why is the relationship between the Monarch and the Viceroy butterflies a commensal relationship?

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

2Chapter Interdependence

The Monarch, in the picture at the left, 
is slightly larger than the Viceroy, shown 
at the right.

Q U E S T I O N S

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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1 Identify  Underline the 
main idea of this page.

2 Research  Why do  
mosquitos bite humans? What 
problems can mosquitos cause 
for humans?

                                            

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                              

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Parasitism
A relationship between organisms in which one benefits but the other is harmed is called  

parasitism. In this type of relationship, the host organism is almost always larger in size than the  
parasite. The parasite usually weakens the host, making it unhealthy. 

Fleas are a common parasite found living on dogs and cats. Fleas can pass on diseases to 
their host. The flea carries a parasite in its body. The flea passes this parasite on to the host, 
causing disease.

flea egg flea larva adult flea

The life cycle of a parasite usually includes several stages.

Read the next section about parasitism, another type of symbiotic relationship. As you 
read, compare parasitism with the predator/prey relationship.

Mites, tapeworms, bacteria, 
and viruses are parasites,  
but are there any plants 
that are parasites?  

Search the Web using the term Plant 
Parasites and find out.

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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Cuckoo birds and cowbirds are sometimes called brood parasites. Instead of building a nest 
and caring for their young, they lay their eggs in the nests of other birds. The babysitter birds 
then raise and care for the cuckoos or cowbirds as if they were their own. 

1. Complete the Venn diagram to explain how the predator/prey relationship compares  
 with parasitism. Think about these questions: How many parties are involved in the  
 relationship? How is the parasite like a predator? How is the host like prey? How are  
 the relationships different? List the characteristics of each relationship under the  
 correct heading.

The larger cowbird egg, shown at 
the far left, has been laid in the nest 

of another species of bird.

Predator/Prey Parasitism

Both

Q U E S T I O N S
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This page will help sum up what you have read so far. 

1. Which interaction between organisms is parasitic?

 (1) humans growing wheat for food (3) a lamprey feeding on the blood of a fish 
 (2) Spanish moss growing from tree branches (4) barnacles attaching themselves to the flukes 
  in the forest  of a whale to get a free ride

2. Which interaction between organisms is commensal?

 (1) a plant dispersing its seeds on the  (3) a tick feeding on the blood of a cow 
  fur of a rabbit 
 (2) a hummingbird feeding on nectar  (4) a tickbird feeding on ticks found  
  of a cow  on the skin

Base your answers to questions 3 and 4 on the information below and on your knowledge of science.
 Hyenas eat the meat off the bones of a dead antelope, which was killed by a lion. 

3. Why the relationship between the hyena and the lion considered to be commensal?

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                             

4. How would you describe the relationship between the lion and the antelope?

 
                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                             

Stop and Think Dear Ms. Understanding,

My little sister has a pet goldfish.  
She feeds it regularly and cleans its 
bowl every week. It seems to me that 
this fish is nothing but 
a parasite. Goldie gets 
food and a nice bowl 
to live in while my  
sister does all the 
work. She gets real 
angry when I say this, 
but am I right?

Searching for Truth in Saratoga

Dear Searching,

Sorry, Search, but you owe your sister 
an apology. Goldie is not a parasite. 
The benefit your sister gets from the 
relationship may 
be hard to quan-
tify, but think of 
how much pleasure 
having Goldie as 
a pet gives her. 
Their relationship 
is clearly one of 
mutualism. Try  
feeding and cleaning Goldie’s bowl 
yourself for a few weeks. Maybe you’ll 
come to love the little guy.

Ms. Understanding

2Chapter Interdependence
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Observe Animal Adaptations  Choose three different animals you 
can observe in their natural habitat either directly, on a video, or on a Web site.

1. Note the animal’s body covering. Does it have soft porous skin, fur or hair, or a hard  
 protective shell? What color is it? Are other members of the same species similar in color?
2. Observe and be able to describe how the creature moves.
3. Research information about the animal. Find out what it eats and what, if anything, eats it.
4. Identify other creatures commonly found in the same habitat.
5. Complete the chart below.

Animal Body Covering What It Eats What Eats It Other Creatures  
It Lives With

6. On the lines below, describe any symbiotic relationships you observe. Identify each as mutualism, commensalism, or parasitism.

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

7. Describe how the organisms listed in the table move, and how their movement affects their relationships with other animals.

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

2Chapter Interdependence
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What Happens When Organisms Interact?

When an ecosystem contains the right amount of living and non-living resources to support the 
organisms living there, the ecosystem is said to be in equilibrium. Ecosystems can be very large. 

A micro-habitat is a small area in a biome which is home to a community of organisms. The 
study of a milkweed plant is a way to study symbiosis in a micro-habitat. It produces a white liquid, 
called sap. Sap appears when a stem is cut or broken. Many animals visit the plant to feed on the sap. 
For example, aphids use their pointed mouthparts to pierce the stems and suck out the white sap.

The milkweed flowers produce a scent and sugary  
nectar to attract insects such as the honeybee and the  
bumblebee during the day. At night, the flowers attract 
moths. They pollinate the milkweed flowers. This allows 
the plant to produce seeds.

Nature in Balance

Chapter 3

Monarch caterpillar on  
a milkweed plant

1 Connect  Circle a word in 
paragraph 1 that is a synonym 
for balance.

2 Differentiate  Explain the 
difference between a biome and a 
micro-habitat.

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Good to Know
The caterpillars of the Monarch 
butterfly only eat the leaves of 
the milkweed plant. The leaves 
contain a special chemical which 
makes the larvae and the adult 
butterfly unpleasant to eat.  
This gives them protection from 
predators. The plant may lose 
some leaves, but it is unharmed.

This chapter tells the story of the many organisms that live together on and around a 
milkweed plant. As you read, look for examples of symbiotic relationships.

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL
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The crab spider is white, which camouflages it when it is on the milkweed flower. The  
crab spider preys on insects that visit the milkweed.

The remains of the prey, or carcasses, fall to the ground. These carcasses become food for a  
scavenger called the harvestman. At night, the harvestman climbs up the stem of the milkweed  
to feed on the carcasses that did not fall to the ground.

The crab spiders lay their eggs on the underside  
of the milkweed flower petals. The eggs are grouped  
together in an egg sac. Some flies and small wasps  
lay their own eggs in the crab spider’s egg sacs.  
When their eggs hatch, the flies and wasps grow by  
eating the eggs of the crab spider.

The seeds of the milkweed develop in pods.  
Each pod contains 100 to 200 seeds which are  
dispersed by the wind. New milkweed plants grow.  
What happens next?

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL26

1 Infer  What color is the 
milkweed flower?

                                             

2 Restate  Use context clues 
to write a definition of the word 
carcasses.
                                             

                                             

                                                                                          

                                                                                          

                                             

3 Explain  What does the 
milkweed avoid by using the 
wind to disperse its seeds?
                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Crab spider on a milkweed leaf
Q U E S T I O N S

3Chapter What Happens When Organisms Interact?

Write a word or phrase to identify the relationship that exists between the following  
pairs of organisms.

1. the moth and the milkweed plant                                                                                            

2. the harvestman and the crab spider                                                                                         

3. the crab spider and insects that visit the milkweed plant                                                              

4. the crab spider and small wasps                                                                                              

5. the Monarch caterpillar and the milkweed plant                                                                       
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The milkweed plant represents a habitat that is in balance. It supports 
a wide variety of organisms, each occupying its own place in the food 

web. The honeybee, bumblebee, and moth compete with each other for the plant’s nectar. The 
crab spider is a predator that relies on its insect prey for food. The harvestman is a scavenger 
that eats the remains of the crab spider’s prey. The flies and wasps have a parasitic relationship 
with the crab spider, as their larvae crowd out and eat some of its eggs.

Biodiversity is a term that refers to the different species of organisms that can successfully live 
together in an ecosystem. As you can see from the example of a milkweed plant, even a micro-habitat 
can support many different species.

Generally, the greater the number  
of different species supported by an eco-
system, the more stable and healthy that 
ecosystem is. Because symbiosis helps 
organisms thrive, our planet has become 
biologically diverse. 

Biodiversity

The underlined sentences state important ideas about how organisms  
thrive in an ecosystem. Look for reasons why habitats may lose their  
ability to support many different living things.

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL27

A diverse coral reef 
habitat in the Gulf 
of Mexico containing 
many species of fish

Image courtesy of NOAA FGBNMS/UNCW-NURC

1 Analyze  What two words 
were combined to create the new 
word biodiversity?

                                             

                                             

                                             

A C T I V E  R E A D E R

3Chapter What Happens When Organisms Interact?
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Why is diversity a good thing? How does variety help all living things survive? Below 
are diagrams of two sections of hardwood forest in Pennsylvania. In both, the original 
trees were harvested for lumber. In one, the forest was replanted with only ash trees. The 
other was replanted with a variety of trees. By 2007, both forests had regrown. They sup-
ported a wide variety of organisms including birds, small mammals, and many insects.

In 2007, the Emerald Ash Borer, an insect from Asia, first infested a Pennsylvania for-
est. Ash trees that are infested with the insect die within three to five years. Once the 
Emerald 
Ash Borer is established in a particular tree, they reproduce, and the offspring then infest 
nearby ash trees.

Investigate Biodiversity  Circle the trees that would remain 
alive today if the Emerald Ash Borer had infested these forest areas in 2003. 
Complete the Think Like a Scientist activities on the next page.

Forest Area 1 Forest Area 2

Key:  A-ash   H-hickory   O-oak   M-maple   P-poplar   W-walnut 

A A    
A    A   W   A   

A  A    A    A    A    
A  A   A    A    A    A    

A   A   A    A    A    A   A   
A  A    A    A    A   A  A   
M   A   A    A    A  A   A    

A    A    A    A  A A    
A    A    A   A  A   

A    A 

M 
W    P    M    

A    A   H   A   O   
M    H   W  O   O   A    

A   P    H   W  W    M    
P    M   H  A   A    W   P   
W    A  P   H    O    H  

M   A  P   W    A    P    
A    M  W  A    

W    M      
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Photo by David Cappaert, Michigan State University, 
Bugwood.org

The Emerald Ash Borer was first  
discovered in North America in 

Michigan in 2002. 
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Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL

Investigate Biodiversity
1. Describe the impact of the Emerald Ash Borer on the organisms living in each forest area. 

 Forest Area 1:                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 Forest Area 2:                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

2. Identify which forest maintained its balance better and explain why.                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

3. Explain how humans affected the forests.                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

4. How did one maple and one walnut tree get into the ash forest?                                                                                                
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1 Identify  Underline the 
phrase in paragraph 2 that 
explains the term invasive species.

2 List  What types of pollution 
can impact the organisms in an 
ecosystem?

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

The ecosystem in the mixed hardwood forest was better able to withstand the effects of the 
Emerald Ash Borer because it had different species of trees. When ecosystems get out of balance,  
the diversity of organisms begins to decline. Then the relationships among the organisms 
change.

How do ecosystems get out of balance? What events can cause them to change? In the case of  
the forest areas, an organism from another ecosystem was introduced. This invasive species had no 
natural predators and was able to quickly overpopulate the habitat. 

The number of organisms present in an ecosystem will depend on how many biotic (living)  
and abiotic (non-living) resources are available. If there is a good summer and the plants   
produce lots of fruits and seeds, the herbivores will flourish. This will eventually benefit all of the  
carnivores and omnivores in the ecosystem through the food web, including you.

Go back to the picture on the front cover of the hippopotamus and the birds. What   
symbiotic relationship do these two organisms have? What could you do to you find out?

Overpopulation
A C T I V E  R E A D E R

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL30

1. Why do invasive species often overpopulate a habitat?

                                                                                                                                          

2. What other factors can affect the biotic and abiotic resources available in a habitat?

                                                                                                                                          

Q U E S T I O N S
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This page will help sum up what you have read so far.  
Use the tip to help you answer the questions.

Base your answers to questions 1 and 2 on the information below and on your knowledge of science.
 Biodiversity is caused by many factors and can have different effects on different habitats.

1. Write in the chart one cause of biological diversity in a habitat. 

 

          Biological Diversity

2. Explain the effect of biological diversity on a habitat.               

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                             

3. Which of the following is a sign of a habitat in equilibrium?

 (1) increasing parasitism  (3) growth in the population of an invader 
 (2) species diversity  (4) declining populations of decomposers

Stop and Think

3Chapter What Happens When Organisms Interact?

Cause Effect Tip:  
An effect is the result of a cause.  

Reread to recall what causes  
biological diversity.

Dear Ms. Understanding,

When a habitat 
is overpopulated 
because of, say, a 
drought, only the 
biggest and stron-
gest organisms will 
survive, right?

Trying to Figure It Out in Tioga

Dear Trying,

 It’s not the biggest and strongest that 
will survive, it’s the organisms that are 
best adapted to the new conditions 
that will thrive. 
Plants and animals 
that can tolerate 
drought will  
flourish, while  
others—even if 
they are bigger and 
stronger— 
will suffer.

Ms. Understanding
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Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL

Glossary
biodiversity - the range of organisms 

present in a given ecological com-
munity or system.

brood parasite – animals that use ani-
mals of another species to raise their 
young

carcasses – the remains of dead animals

carnivore – an animal that eats other 
animals

commensalism – a symbiotic rela-
tionship between two organisms in 
which one  benefits and the other is 
not affected

consumer – an animal that feeds main-
ly on other animals and/or plants to 
derive its energy

decomposer – an organism that causes  
organic matter to rot or decay

equilibrium – a state in which all forc-
es or processes are in balance and 
there is no change

extinct – having died out or ceased to 
exist

germinate – to start to grow from a 
seed or a spore

harvestman – a scavenger that  
 inhabits a milkweed plant

herbivore – an animal that eats plants

host – an organism in or on which a 
parasite lives

invasive species – any species or relat-
ed biological material, such as eggs 
or spores, that is not native to the 
habitat in which it is found, and is 
likely to cause harm

micro-habitat – a small environment in  
which a group of interrelated organ-
isms live

mutualism – a symbiotic relationship 
between two organisms in which 
both benefit

omnivore – an animal that eats a vari-
ety of plants and other animals 

organism – a living thing

overpopulation – a state in which the 
number of individuals of a species 
living in a habitat is so large that the  
resources available are insufficient to 
support them

parasite – an organism that lives in or 
on a host organism in a way that 
harms the host

parasitism – a symbiotic relationship 
between two organisms in which 
one benefits and the other is harmed

photosynthesis – the process by which 
plants combine sunlight with car-
bon dioxide and hydrogen to create 
food and thereby derive energy

population – all of the organisms living 
in an area

predator – a carnivorous animal that 
hunts and kills other animals for 
food

producers – organisms, such as plants, 
that create their own food

scavenger – an organism that feeds on 
the dead or rotting flesh of animals

symbiosis – a close association between 
two organisms that benefits one or 
both

32
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Check Understanding

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL

Symbiosis and
 

Biodiversi
ty

In the Answer Document on this page, mark your 
answer in the row of circles for each question by 
filling in the circle that has the same number as the 
answer you have chosen.

1. Remora are fish whose dorsal fin has adapted  
 over time so that it forms a sucker. The fish  
 attaches itself to a shark and travels along for  
 the ride. The remora feeds on morsels of food  
 that fall out of the shark’s mouth. The shark is  
 not affected by the remora.

 What type of relationship is this?

 (1) predation
 (2) parasitism
 (3) mutualism
 (4) commensalism

2. What interaction between organisms would be  
 described as parasitic?

 (1) a bee stinging a human
 (2) a lion killing and eating an antelope
 (3) tickbirds cleaning the skin of a rhino as they 
   feed on ticks
 (4) a fungus deadly to elm trees spreading to   
  an elm tree by an elm-bark beetle

3. Which statement about the 
 relationship between animals 
 that eat fruit from trees and the fruit-bearing  
 tree is accurate?

 (1) The animal is considered a predator and 
  the fruit of the tree is considered prey.
 (2) The animal and the fruit-bearing tree have   
  a parasitic relationship because the animal   
  damages the tree when it eats the fruit.
 (3) The relationship is not symbiotic because   
  such relationships exist only between  
  animals, and not between plants and  
  animals.
 (4) The animal and the fruit-bearing tree have 
  a mutualistic relationship because the tree 
  provides food for the animal and the 
  animal disperses the tree’s seeds in its  
  droppings.

4. What interaction between organisms would be  
 described as commensal?

 (1) a coyote hunting a rabbit
 (2) a robin building a nest in a maple tree near   
  a park
 (3) a microscopic organism causing malaria  
  in humans
 (4) dwarf mistletoe causing extensive damage  
  to a conifer

Answer Document

1.    y    x    c    v 3.    y    x    c    v

2.    y    x    c    v 4.    y    x    c    v
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Check Understanding

Symbiosis and Biodiversity BL

Symbiosis and
 

Biodiversi
ty

   snake

  frog

    dragonfly
    

mosquito

plant nectar

Base your answers to questions 5 and 6 on the 
diagram of the food web below and on your 
knowledge of science. 

5. Identify a primary consumer and a 
 secondary consumer shown in the chart.

                                                                                    

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                    

                                                                              

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                    

 
6. Explain why there are more mosquitos   
 than snakes living near the pond. 
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Answer Key
Page 8: Starting Points:  
Build Background 
Use Your Knowledge: Energy comes  
from the food we eat. Energy in our food 
has been fueled by the sun. 
Label It: 1. Living Things: trees, mammals, 
bacteria, insects; 2. Words About Change: 
convert, transfer, adapt, alter; 3. Parts of 
Plants: leaves, roots, seeds, flowers 
Hands On Science: Investigate a  
Micro-habitat: Answers will vary according 
to the sample the student studied.

Page 10: Starting Points:  
Key Vocabulary 
Rate Your Knowledge: Answers will vary 
according to the student’s prior knowledge. 
Use Roots to Unlock Meaning:  
1. photosynthesis, combining light with  
other things; 2. carnivore, flesh-eater

Page 11: Starting Points:  
Active Reader: 1. B birds, A wind,  
A rocks, B bees, B aphids, B people,  
A sunlight, A water 
Key Concepts Paragraph 2: Living 
Resources: plants, animals; Non-living 
Resources: air, light, soil 
Paragraph 3: Energy: sunlight; Growth: 
water, nutrients; Reproduction: birds, bees 

Page 12: Chapter 1 
Active Reader: 1. In paragraph 2, available 
sunlight, proper minerals, water; 2. Hawks 
and foxes compete for small rodents as 

food.; 3. The first sentence in all paragraphs 
contains the main idea.

Page 13: Chapter 1 
Active Reader: 1. In paragraph 1, The 
number of plants that an ecosystem can 
support depends on the resources available, 
including space, sunlight, minerals from 
the soil, and water. 
Focus Questions: 1. plants and other 
plants, plants and animals, animals of the 
same species, animals of other species;  
2. Plants: sunlight, nutrients from the soil; 
Animals: food, mates, space

Page 14: Chapter 1 
Active Reader: 1.An animal that gains  
energy by feeding only on the producers.; 
2. A producer makes its own food for   
energy. A consumer eats plants or other  
animals to get energy.; 3. Student’s   
questions will vary.

Page 15: Chapter 1 
Active Reading: 1. The meanings of the 
roots tell what the word means.

Page 16: Chapter 1 
1. In the food web illustration,  P should be 
near the rabbit and mouse and S should be 
near the fox and the owl. 
Focus Questions: 1. Energy moves from 
producer to primary consumer to secondary 
consumer to top consumer.; 2.When one 
organism eats another, or when an organism 

dies, energy is transferred through the   
ecosystem.

Page 17: Chapter 1 
Stop and Think: 1. (4); 2. (1); 3. A major 
flood could eliminate the predator’s food 
source.; 4.: It could get food after the flood 
by moving to a new habitat or by changing 
what it eats.

Page 18: Think Like a Scientist 
Classify: cow, primary consumer; butter-
cup, producer; lion, secondary consumer; 
lettuce, producer; earthworm, decomposer;  
 caterpillar, primary consumer; vulture,  
scavenger; bacteria, decomposer; fox,   
secondary consumer and scavenger 
Draw Food Chains: Sun, pondweed, snail, 
large water beetle, duck; Sun, algae, water 
flea, minnow, pike; Sun, grass, rabbit,  
weasel, eagle
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Answer Key
Page 19: Chapter 2 
Paragraph 4: Ways Clownfish Benefit:  
shelter, protection 
Ways Sea Anemone Benefit: protection 
from prey 
Active Reader: 1. If bees disappeared, all 
plants would have a harder time reproduc-
ing. Many would become extinct. All food 
sources in all food webs would be endan-
gered, including human food sources.

Page 20: Chapter 2 
Active Reader: 1.The first sentence in  
paragraph 1 defines commensalism.; 2. 
both organisms; 3. Mimicry is the close  
resemblance of an organism to something 
else in its environment, a trait that often 
evolves as a protective strategy.  
Focus Questions: 1. In mutualism, both 
organisms benefit. In commensalism, one 
benefits and the other is unaffected.; 2. 
The relationship is commensal because the 
Viceroy butterfly benefits, but the Monarch 
is unaffected.

Page 21: Chapter 2 
Active Reader: 1. Female mosquito 
bite people for a blood meal. They need 
the blood proteins to make fertile eggs. 
Mosquitoes carry diseases such as malaria, 
encephalitis,West Nile virus, and Dengue 
Fever.; 2. The parasite (tapeworm) is  
dependent on its host for a protective home 
and food. If it killed its host, it would likely 
die as well.

Page 22: Chapter 2 
Focus Questions: Predator/Prey: The prey 
is killed for food; Both: Two organisms are 
involved, only one benefitted; Parasitism: 
The host is harmed, but not usually killed.

Page 23: Chapter 2 
Stop and Think: 1. (3); 2. (1); 3. The 
hyena/lion relationship is commensal 
because the hyena benefits and the lion is 
unaffected.; 4. The lion/antelope   
relationship is that of predator/prey.

Page 24: Think Like a Scientist 
Observe Animal Adaptations: Responses will 
vary depending on the animals observed.

Page 25: Chapter 3 
Active Reader: 1. In paragraph 1, equilibri-
um; 2. Sap is milky white and produced in 
the stem. Nectar is sugary and produced in 
the flower.

Page 26: Chapter 3 
Active Reader: 1. white; 2. Carcasses 
are the remains of prey animals.; 3. 
Competition among its own offspring for 
available resources. 
Focus Questions: 1. mutualism;  
2. commensalism; 3. predator/prey;  
4. parasitism; 5. commensalism

Page 27: Chapter 3 
Active Reader: 1. biotic, diversity

Page 28: Chapter 3 
Think Like a Scientist : Investigate 
Biodiversity: Forest Area 1 will lose all trees 
except for the one maple and one walnut. 
Forest Area 2 will lose its 14 ash trees, but 
the others will be unaffected. 

Page 29: Chapter 3 
Think Like a Scientist: 1. The other  
organisms living in Forest Area 1 will lose 
their habitat and many will die. Those in 
Forest Area 2 be much better able to   
continue. 2. Forest Area 2 will maintained 
its balance better because the greater   
diversity of species protected the habitat 
against loss. 3. Humans used the wood from 
the forest for a variety of applications such 
as lumber for building, furniture making, 
baseball bats (maple and ash) and then 
replanted the forest with the trees noted  
in the diagram. The lack of diversity in 
Forest Area 1 is due to the choice by      
people to plant only ash trees. 4. Maple 
seeds are   carried by the wind and may 
have blown into the area. Walnuts are often 
carried by squirrels and buried to be eaten 
later. Perhaps a squirrel hid a walnut and it 
sprouted and grew.
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Answer Key
Page 30: Chapter 3 
Active Reader: 1. an organism from  
another ecosystem; 2. water and air   
pollution 
Focus Questions: 1. Because invasive   
species have no natural predator they use up 
more and more of the available resources. 
Their population grows at the expense of 
other organisms.; 2. climate change, weather 
changes, pollution

Page 31: Chapter 3 
Stop and Think: 1. Cause: symbiotic   
relationships; 2. Biological diversity leads 
to a healthy, balanced environment with 
organisms living in equilibrium.; 3. (2)

Page 35: Check Understanding 
1. (4); 2. (4); 3. (4); 4. (2)

Page 36: Check Understanding 
5. Identify: The mosquito is a primary  
consumer and the dragonfly and frog are 
secondary consumers.; 6. Explain: There are 
more mosquitos living near the pond than 
snakes because there is more food energy 
available for them.
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